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Want to prepare "Michelin" standard meals in less than 20 minutes without any hassle?20-

Minutes Air Fryer Michelin Bible will show you how to prepare savory meals in less than 20

minutes step-by-step without any hassle.Inside, you will discover:How to cook taste gratifying

meals with minimal time that can impress your dates.Making a perfect Fish and Chips batter so

that you can convince your friends that you are an excellent chef.Ideal cooking times and

temperatures so that you will never screw up the array of recipes.Surprised fellow air fryer

"Chef" wannabes with seldom-tried before recipes, gaining their respect.And much, much more!

Simply scroll up and click the buy button to get started
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standard meals in less than 20 minutes without any hassleGordan BeckhamText Copyright ©

Gordan BeckhamAll rights reserved. No part of this guide may be reproduced in any form

without permission in writing from the publisher except in the case of brief quotations

embodied in critical articles or reviews.Legal & DisclaimerThe information contained in this

book and its contents is not designed to replace or take the place of any form of medical or

professional advice; and is not meant to replace the need for independent medical, financial,

legal or other professional advice or services, as may be required. The content and information

in this book has been provided for educational and entertainment purposes only.The content

and information contained in this book has been compiled from sources deemed reliable, and it

is accurate to the best of the Author's knowledge, information and belief. However, the Author

cannot guarantee its accuracy and validity and cannot be held liable for any errors and/or

omissions. Further, changes are periodically made to this book as and when needed. Where

appropriate and/or necessary, you must consult a professional (including but not limited to your

doctor, attorney, financial advisor or such other professional advisor) before using any of the

suggested remedies, techniques, or information in this book.Upon using the contents and

information contained in this book, you agree to hold harmless the Author from and against any

damages, costs, and expenses, including any legal fees potentially resulting from the

application of any of the information provided by this book. This disclaimer applies to any loss,

damages or injury caused by the use and application, whether directly or indirectly, of any

advice or information presented, whether for breach of contract, tort, negligence, personal

injury, criminal intent, or under any other cause of action.You agree to accept all risks of using

the information presented inside this book.You agree that by continuing to read this book,

where appropriate and/or necessary, you shall consult a professional (including but not limited

to your doctor, attorney, or financial advisor or such other advisor as needed) before using any

of the suggested remedies, techniques, or information in this book.Table of
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attractiveness, air fryer is a kind of a cooking machine used for food preparation of nearly any

dish that you want to. The air fryer upsets heat round the space, makes the outer covering of

the food very crispy.Learn how an air fryer worksWhile it is true that deep frying your food can

make it taste good, you can’t deny the fact that it can have an adverse effect on your overall

health and wellness. Not only this, deep-frying your dish in fact hampers the nutritious value of

your food, be it meat or potatoes. It may also cause health- related issues like heart

disease.On the other hand, a good air fryer can heat food from all angles simply by releasing

hot air in the vessel. Also, if you do not over crowd your food in an air fryer you can rest

assured that it will cook just right all the sides.Let us tell you that it is not just a basic oven. Air

changes much faster in an air fryer as compared to that in an oven, and it’s in a limited space,

which saves cooking time and also gives consistency.The crispy frying consequences from the

maillard, a bottom-level response amid amino acids and sugars will occur when temperature is

between 280 - 330 degrees Fahrenheit. That’s what makes fried coatings and parched meat so

delicious and appealing all at the same time.You can make a maillard response by frying in hot

oil, grilling, boiling whatever that gets the high temperature overhead the verge. However, these

may arise with certain glitches. Cooking at a high temperature can create heterocyclic amines

(HCAs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).For air fryer, you are able to retain the

temperature at a controlled 320°F, and thus harmful compound will not spread outwards. In

addition, air fryer also prevent good fats from corroding, so you’ll get all the advantage of the

hale and hearty fat you’re consuming.Benefits of Air fryerUsing an air fryer can help in losing

weight.Fried foodstuffs are usually greater in fat than diets that are prepared through other

cooking equipment. For instance, a chicken or meat breast that is fried comprises of around

35% extra fat as compared to that of baked chicken. Some brands of air fryers also title that an

air fryer can decrease the fat content of cooked foods up to 85%.Numerous ways for deep-fried

diets call for up to 3 cups (750 ml) of oil, air-fried foods typically only need only around 1

tablespoon (15 ml).This suggests that deep fryers use up to 50 times more oil than air fryers

and though not all of that oil is used by the food, an air fryer can scratch down on the general

fat content of your food.One study also compared the features of fried & air fryer based potato

fries and stated that the air fried French fries are less oily & fatty.Using an air fryer can be wise

thing to do as it helps in keeping you healthy & away from problems such as weight gain or

obesity.Air fryer may help in weight managementOily food adds significantly to your calories

resulting into unwanted mass gain. Studies found that a greater consumption of fried foods was

connected with a higher risk of fatness. If you’re hoping to slim your waistline, switching to an

air fryer is the right thing to do. Food cooked in air fryer are lesser in calories as compared to

food in oil. Therefore swapping to an air fryer may be an informal way to cut calories and

encourage weight loss.Air fryers can cut the creation of damaging compoundsBesides being

higher in fat and calories, it can also create unsafe compounds like acrylamide. Acrylamide is a

compound generally formed in carbohydrate-rich foods when frying food items. It is also

suggested that this harmful compound can cause problems or diseases like cancer.Though the

results are varied, some studies have shown an association between dietary acrylamide and

an enlarged risk of kidney, endometrial and ovarian cancers. Air-frying your food instead of

using a deep fryer may aid lower the acrylamide content of your fried foodstuffs. In fact, a

research has proved that air-frying can reduce acrylamide by 90% matched to traditional deep-

frying. Using an air fryer can eliminate acrylamide, a compound that is as mentioned above

which causes problems like cancer.Air-Frying can always be a better option than deep frying



your foodIt is true that the air cooked foods can indeed be more nutritious and in fine fettle than

deep-fried foodstuff.Their fat component is much less and comprised of fewer or no harmful

residual elements. And so if you are someone who wants to lose unwanted weight, the best

way is to consume foods that are made in an air fryer. However, one needs to also remember

that while these foods are less in fat and other harmful components, you must know that these

are still fried foods and that their consumption should be limited too.Basic tips on air fryerYou

must have been familiar with the fact that air fryers today are becoming extremely popular

owing to the ease they offer when cooking or for the health benefits that they offer. But before

you buy an air fryer, there are certain things that you need to keep in mind. These are some

basic tips that will make your experience of cooking in an air fryer all the more simpler.in

advanceLike an oven, even an air fryer can benefit when you preheat for a few minutes. All you

need to do is to turn it on before you add any food to your basket. This step will easily help in

decreasing your cooking time too.
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NK7, “Now I know what to do with my air fryer!. I bought an air fryer cos everyone tell me its

the way to go, its healthier, taste better etc etc. Nothing make sense until I decided to pick up

this cookbook and try it out. Viola!!! It really is good!!!!!I give a lot of credit to this book as it not

only has loads of recipes that are quick and easy to follow and the food is really delicious.It

works great for a busy person as all I had to do is ready all the ingredients (as per the book),

come home, pop it in and you have a healthy and delicious meal in 20 mins or less.Great book!

I would buy the sequel if there ever is one!”

Robert C Silva, “A must-have air fryer handbook!. Those who is new to air fryer, this handbook

is an ultimate and perfect match for you to create your ordinary meals into Michelin standard

meals. Personally, I've tried one recipe stated in this book. The instruction is easy to follow, no

hassle and I can't believe my ordinary meal elevated to different level, just like in 5 star

restaurants, no more than 20 minutes!I'm so excited to try another recipes and explore my

creativity based on this book!”

Veronica Sim, “Simple cooking instructions. I like the recipes in this cookbook. its is yummy

plus , plus. It takes only 20 minutes to cook and it is healthy cooking because it uses lesser oil

compare with the deep fryer. Very easy to follow the cooking instructions in this book.Thank

you  for this useful book which I can refer to when I am planning a meal for my family.”

Febber D., “Easy and practical recipes. I like the tips given by the Author how to handle air fryer

which is very useful. I had tried a few recipes and it taste yummy. I will try out more and enjoy

using my new air fryer”

Cecilia Chow, “Easy-to-prepare, healthier meals. This is a quick reference for easy-to-prepare,

healthier meals. It also includes some interesting dishes. I would recommend it to health-

conscious, busy individuals.”

Mikael Tedi, “Crispy, Yummy but Healthy Meals Using Air Fryer. Air-frying is much better than

deep frying our food. Easy to follow recipes.Highly recommended guide for everybody

especially health-conscious and busy people!”

William W., “Easy to follow recipe. Easy and practical recipe for airfryer use. Good for busy

people that still wanna enjoy healthy home cook food.”



Kwek, “Quick and no fuss recipes. One of the better investments that I made on home

electricals. Just made scotch eggs for dinner, cannot believe it that my cleanup would be done

in minutes.  Amazing...”

The book by Gordan Beckham has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 16 people have provided feedback.
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